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module ensuring the communication between both levels of the
control system via the serial link RS 232.

Abstract— The paper deals with application of computer
controlling and displaying system of the technological recycling
process of both liquid and solid wastes from the tanning industry.
The chrome tannery wastes are potentially dangerous to the
environment. A proposal for chrome recycling technology,
realization of the laboratory equipment and programming possibility
are likewise presented. The idea of recycling technology lies in using
reaction of non - environmentally friendly chrome liquid and solid
wastes and creating new products that are not toxic and can be used
in the other industrial applications.
Described mathematical model for the recycling technology is based
on the chemical - physical engineering description of a
heterogeneous kinetics. The method of regressive analysis was used
for determining of parameters for each kinetic equation from the
experimental data. The proposed model was used for a simulation
test and an optimum calculation in the connection with minimum
procedural costs of recycling technology.
The real process presentations are built with laboratory equipment
for a closed recycling technology of real chrome liquid and solid
wastes taken from the tanning company TAREX.
The computer controlling and displaying system has two levels. The
technological level is composed on a PC with the technological
extension card Advantech PCL-812PG ensuring the direct control
over the real process. The software for this level was created in the C
language with the real time library RTMON. The supervisory level
creates a personal computer with professional displaying software
by Wonderware InTouch. The parts of software are DDE server

Keywords— chrome waste treatment, continual reaction model,
curve determination, control system.
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INTRODUCTION

HE leather industry belongs to significant producers of
material waste. By treatment of both liquid and solid
waste, the great quantity of chrome sludge is produced. The
chrome can be potential highly toxic for the environment.
Concerning the chrome toxicity, the trivalent chrome Cr3+ is
natural part of environment.
On the contrary, the hexavalent chrome Cr6+ at
concentration in air amounting to 2 μg/m3 implicates helt
troubles in humans. Some compounds of hexavalent chrome
have carcinogenic effects.
In the soil, the hexavalent chrome can be fast reduced into the
trivalent chrome that is subsequently aglomerated and bound
[1].
II. METHODS OF THE CHROME WASTE TREATMENT
Methods of the liquid waste treatment are based on the
agglomeration chrome in the form of hydroxide by the
instrumentality of alkali chemicals.
One of the numerous possible solutions to the problem of
chrome-tanned wastes is their enzymatic dechromation. This
is the most effective method from economic point of view. In
comparison with the traditional technology, the yield increase
is about 30 %. The proteolytic enzymes are more active at
mild temperature. They are also effective by protein
dissolving. The chrome stays insoluble to the moment of
reaction in alkalic pH conditions. The research deals with
finding the optimal conditions that will speed up reaction and
decrease amounth of enzymes which will reduce economical
costs [2].
When seeking ways of processing chrome-tanned wastes in
the Czech Republic we decided to employ the enzymatic
dechromation technology worked out at the USDA in
Philadelphia [3]. To fit conditions in the factory
manufacturing auxiliary tanning agents where the technology
was applied, we modified the American process by using
organic
volatile
bases
such
as
isopropylamine,
diisopropylamine, cyclohexylamine, ammonia and others [4].
Usage of the mentioned volatile amines has the following
advantages:
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a)

Ash content in hydrolysis products is considerably
reduced. (From an initial 25% to a maximum 7% in the
first stage of hydrolysis and from 15% to a maximum 3%
in the second stage). A reduced ash content gives a higher
quality product and in case desalting by ion exchangers13
or membrane filtration14 is employed, the working cycle
of ion exchanger columns or filtration plants is prolonged.
b) It increases the content of chromic oxide in filter cake,
thus facilitating its processing into regenerated tanning
salt.
c) When concentrating diluted solutions of protein
hydrolysates, a certain regeneration of organic base takes
place. In laboratory and pilot-plant conditions we
achieved 60% regeneration, on an industrial scale the

regeneration of organic base varied within the range of 20
- 40%.
d) The efficiency of protein yield increases from 60% to
80% and more. Table I presents results we obtained in
USDA laboratory conditions.
From this point of view we worked up method of two stage
process (Fig. 1). In the first one happened downtrend of the
chromite capacity in the ground down leather swill by the help
of the magnesium operation which is contained in the filtrate
cake. Total chromium ion removing we can obtain by the
using caustic soda or carbonate aqueous.

Fig. 1 Scheme of two stage of enzymatic hydrolysis [2]

The modified technology of enzymatic hydrolysis was then
employed in a plant of the TANEX Company, now KORT
fastes. AN, in Hrádek nad Nisou in north part of Czech
Republic , with a daily capacity of 3 metric tons for
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processing chrome shavings. The most important operation in
the whole process of leather manufacturing from pelt is
tanning when basic complexes chrome salts form strong
coordinating bonds between carboxyl groups of the collagen
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protein. However, this reaction goes to equilibrium, i.e. some
of the available of chrome does not link to the collagen
protein by tanning reaction and thus, according to the specific
technological procedure, outgoing liquid contains 0.2 – 0.4 %
of chrome ions. Prudent practice is to use alkaline
precipitation to remove chrome from this “spent” liquor. In
our process a chrome sludge was isolated after enzymatic
dechromation of tanned solid scraps. It contained 10-15 % of
magnesium oxide (on the free moisture base) and also a small
amount of organic base. This fact led us to explore the
possible utilisation of chrome sludge to remove and recover
chrome ions in spent tanning liquors.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CHROMIC WASTE

For following quantification we will suppose onedimensional system. The reaction will proceed in the
immobile solid material and concentrations the reactive
substances will be very low.
The chrome shavings denaturation proceeds on the first
stage of hydrolysis. By this process, the uniform distribution
of pH in the cross profile of shavings have to be achieved.
The pH value has to by such that the enzyme reaction will be
fastest.
Denaturation can be described by the continual reaction
model [5], [9]:
D

ENZYMATIC

∂ c ( x, τ )
∂ 2 c ( x, τ )
, 0≤x≤b
− r ( x,τ , c ) =
2
∂ x
∂τ

(5)

DECHROMATION

Enzymatic hydrolysis of shavings is heterogeneous
protheolytic enzymes katalytic chemical reaction, by which
the solid phase reacts with liquid. This products or reaction
are other solid and liquid phases. For quantitative description
of the enzyme hydrolysis, we used model of the bound
component washing.
The chemical reactor capacity depends on the enzyme
hydrolysis kinematics. Under the mentioned conditions, the
process can be described by following equations [1], [9]:

Dij ∇ 2 ci =

Dci
+r
Dτ

∂ c0 (τ )
∂c
(b,τ ) = V0
∂ x
∂τ

c 0 (0) = c 0 p

(8)
(9)
(10)

Equation (5) represents washed component diffusion from
material in the direction of washing liquid. Equation (6) holds
under condition of a perfectly mixed liquid phase. Boundary
condition (7) denotes that field of concentration in solid
material is symmetric. Boundary balance condition (8) denotes
the equality of the diffusion flux at the boundary between
the solid and the liquid phases with the speed of accumulation
of the diffusing element in the surrounding. Equation (9)
describes initial concentration of reactive component in liquid
phase. Condition (10) shows the initial distribution of washed
component concentration in solid material.
If transporting alkali is sorbited by the solid phase, the
reactive rate can be described by equation (11):

(2)

(3)

r=
(4)

∂ cA
∂τ

(11)

The sorbited alkali concentration (cA) is function of the
unbound alkali concentration ( c ). It can be determined by use
of Langmuir sorption isotherm (13) [12] (Case of very rapid
hydrolysis)

The process rate depends on the enzyme hydrolysis
kinetics. The second limit case occurs if the chemical
(enzyme) reaction is very rapid or the solid phase elements are
very large. Then the chemical reaction can be neglected and
the reaction rate depends on diffusion of reactive substance
into the inner volume of solid phase.
The research proved, that diffusion mechanism occurs more
often than kinetic mechanism.
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(7)

c( x, 0) = 0

Concrete form of function (3) depends on the chemical
reaction mechanism. If the concentration gradients are
inconsiderable (i.e. chemical reaction is slow, or the solid
phase elements are very small), the equation (3) can be
simplified into the form:

∂ ci
ri =
∂τ

∂ c
(0,τ ) = 0
∂ x

(1)

The reaction rate is function of the reactive components
concentration:
ri = f ( ci c j ...)

(6)

− DS

where
Dci ∂ ci
c
∂ ci
∂ ci
vz +
vz
=
+ i vx +
Dτ
∂τ ∂ x
∂ y
∂ z

c(b,τ ) = ε c0 (τ )

cA =
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If the unbound alkali concentration is very slow than the
equation (12) can be simplified into the form:
c A = A.c

and real concentration field in solid phase (18):
⎛ ε (1 + A)
c ( x,τ ) = c0 p + ( c p − c0 p ) ⎜
⎝ ε (1 + A) + Na

(13)

⎞
⎟
cos( qn X ) exp(− qn 2 Fo )
⎟
−2 Na ⋅ ∑
+
(1
A
)
n =1
ε (1 + A) cos ( qn ) − ε
sin ( qn ) − Na ⋅ qn sin ( qn ) ⎟⎟
qn
⎠

By substitution of equations (11) and (13) into equation (5)
we obtained:
k

∂ 2c
∂ c
( x, τ ) =
( x,τ ) , 0 ≤ x ≤ b, τ > 0
2
∂ x
∂τ

∞

(18)

(14)
where qn are roots of equation (19):

where
tan ( q ) = −

D
k=
1+ A

(15)

c − c0 p
c p − c0 p

,X =

V
x
kτ
, F0 = 2 , Na = 0
b
V
b

(16 )

τd =

we obtained by Laplace transformation method analytical
solution describing dimensionless concentration field in the
solid phase (17):
C ( X , Fo ) =

b2
k

(20)

In the Fig. 2 and Fig.3 are described real concentration
fields for sorption coefficients values A = 5, A = 50. The other
parameters are:
soaking number Na = 5,
initial alkali concentration in liquid phase c0p = 5 kg/m3,
half thickness of solid phase b = 1 mm,
diffusion coefficient D = 3.10-9 m2/s.

ε (1 + A)
ε (1 + A) + Na

cos(qn X ) exp(− qn 2 Fo )
(1 + A)
n =1
ε (1 + A) cos ( qn ) − ε
sin ( qn ) − Na ⋅ qn sin ( qn )
qn
∞

−2 Na ⋅ ∑

(17)

Fig. 2 Concentration field in the solid phase for sorption coefficient A = 5
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(19)

Practically, the stable state will come, if value of
dimensionless time F0 = 1. Then time necessary to optimal pH
profile setting can be estimated from equation (20):

By substitution of dimensionless variables
C=

Na ⋅ q
ε (1 + A)
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Fig. 3 Concentration field in the solid phase for sorption coefficient A = 50

By using balance equation of hydrolytic reactor, filtration
and evaporation, we computed weight of product by equation
(26):

IV. OPTIMAL PROCESSING COSTS DETERMINATION
Main aim to the enzyme hydrolysis optimization consists in
minimization of the total operating costs which can be
determined from computed costs curve under the given
conditions. For this purpose we assumed that total processing
costs NT include costs of hydrolysis NR, costs of the protein
solution concentrate NEV and other costs N0 [8]:
NT = N R + N EV + N 0

(C ( a

mp =

s ,C

NT =

(22)

V .r.K S
mp

P.K E .τ + V .r.K S
+ N0
mp

(C ( a

P.K E .τ ( as , D − as , FK ) as , P

s ,C

)

− as , FK ) − ( AB + V 1) as , FK + M .as , D

+

(27)

The total operating costs depend also on alkali cost and on
other costs that can be computed as

(23)

N0 =

we obtained
NT =

(26)

⎛ as , P
⎞
+⎜
− 1⎟ .r.K s + N 0
⎜a
⎟
⎝ s,D
⎠

and
N EV =

as , P ( as , D − as , FK )

By substitution of equations (25) and (26) into equation (24) ,
we obtained

(21)

By substitution
P.K E .τ
NR =
mp

)

− as , FK ) − ( AB + V 1) .as , FK + M .as , D

as , P

(24)

( C ( a .K
C

Mgo

+ as , B .K SB + av .K v ) + α .Δt.Sτ .K s + n.K L .τ

(C ( a

s ,C

)

)(a

s,D

− as , FK )

− as , FK ) − ( AB + V 1) as , FK + M .as , D

(28)

Weight of evaporated water we computed from balance
equation (25):

Concentration of dry residue (as,p) in the reactive mixture
and in the filtrate depends on time. This function depends
hydrolytic reaction mechanism.

⎛a
⎞
V = m p ⎜ s , P − 1⎟
⎜a
⎟
⎝ s,D
⎠

A. Kinetic mechanism
By kinetic mechanism we suppose that chromic waste is in
form of dust elements.
The reaction can be described by equation (29)
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a
dx
= k1 (1 − x ) , x = s , D
dτ
as , O

After computing of the model described by equations (32) –
(31) we obtained

(29)

After integration, we obtained

(

as , D = as ,O 1 − e − k1τ

)

as,D =

(30)

as ,C .C

2

e-F0 qn
q 2 Na 2
n=1
ε + Na + n
∞

∑

(37)

ε

In the Fig. 4 are shown cost curves for the hydrolyzed
waste quantities 100 kg, 200 kg and 300 kg computed for
diffusion mechanism. The other used parameters are shown in
Table 1.

The equilibrium concentration as,0 can be computed by
equation (31)
as , O =

ε as , C
Na.as,OP
−2
ε + Na
ε

(31)

V 1 + SAB + C

B. Diffusion mechanism
In this case we suppose that chromic waste is larger.
Mathematic model of this process is more complicated
∂x
∂2a
( x , τ ) = k . 2 ( x , τ ) , 0 ≤ x ≤ b, τ > 0
∂τ
∂x

(32)

∂a
( 0,τ ) = 0
∂x

(33)

a ( x, 0 ) = as , C

(34)

a ( b, 0 ) = ε .as , D

(35)

− DS

∂a
∂a
( b,τ ) = V0 0
∂x
∂τ

Fig. 4 Computed costs curves for various the hydrolyzed waste
quantity

(36)

Table 1 Parameters used for costs curves determination

It is necessary to control and display in recycling process:
• Filling process liquid and solid wastes with defined
amount.
• Scanning discreet signals defining the position or state
individual procedure parts of technological system and
taking analogy values prom the process (temperature,
pressure, value of concentration etc.)

V. SIMULATION OF ENZYMATIC DECHROMATION
A laboratory model of the recycling process technological
scheme is shown in Fig.5. As a main part, there are vessels
and measuring storage tank with mixer and sensors, which are
situated. The processed wastes are put into it. This equipment
is fitted out with necessary sensors and valves for reading
physical quantity and control of action elements.
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• Control of the time sequence of individual operation
according to technological procedure with controlling of
all parameters. Regulation temperature and activity of the
valves and pump in technological process.
• Communication of the control system and server via the
serial link RS 232.
Control consists of the commanding of equipment and
measuring out of chemicals according planed program.
Quantitatively higher-level automatic control is the using of
backward connection, when action interference is made on the
basis of real parameters of the process, which are just going.

measured values of temperatures, value of turbidity. The
process COM ensures the communication between both levels
of the control system via the serial link RS 232. The
visualization process ZOB allows to send and to get back the
information and important parameters with DDE server and
software Wonderware InTouch.

Fig. 6 Real time control system

VII. TEMPERATURE CONTROL
For the identification of the controlled system we have
generated inputted unit signal. Reaction of this signal is the
step response. The identification was created by means of
personal computer. The program was written in C language.
This program archived the measured values, which can
follows mass processing by means of another program. For
this function was used program Excel, the part of the
Microsoft Office. The thermal system has the following
transfer function
G(s) =

Fig. 5 The simplified scheme of technological equipment

(29)

We designed different controllers for the control. The good
results give the controllers with dynamic inversion. For the
time period T=700s we have transfer function of discrete PID
controller in the form

VI. PROGRAMMING METHODS IN AUTOMATION APPLICATION
Described technology is now implemented in laboratory
conditions in our department by computer control system with
a programmable industrial card Advantech PCL – 812/812PG,
which has own A/D and D/A converters. Each part of the
technology process has its own control subsystem for the
direct digital control of the physical values as a temperature,
water level in vessel, concentration etc. The software system
is built in the C language. For the real time running of the
program system there is used special pre-emptive real time
operating system RTMON 4, which was built for the using of
monitoring and control system for technological processes. It
allows multitasking of defined number of processes. User’s
programs are structured on the basis of the priority
hierarchically. The choosing of the program, which will be
running on the processor, is carried out on the basis of its
priority level. The structure of an application programs is
shown in Fig. 6.
Program system includes the basic part of the real time
operating system is created by process modules. Initialization
process INIC defines data structure of the real time operating
system and fills the program variables by the initial values;
another process SNI reads periodically the binary and
analogue input values. The control algorithms processes REG
calculate optimal time to filling it into the bath from the
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1,12

( 4610,1s + 1)( 375, 2s + 1)

GR ( z −1 ) =

2,9505 z −1 − 2,9916 z −1 + 0,3924 z −2
1 − z −1

(30)

The temperature control is shown in Fig. 7. We can see that
time period to stabilization on the reference value is
somewhere 5000s with no overshooting. This shots are
necessary to system parameters determination.
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Fig. 7 Real temperature control by the help controller combination

power requirement of the pump electrical engine, [kW]
vaporization heat of water, [Jkg-1]
area of shavings, [m2]
weight of the specific alkali, [kg]
temperature , [0C]
volume of evaporated water, [kg]
weight of water dosed into reactor, [kg]
volume of liquid reactive mixture, [m3]
dimensionless space coordinate, [1]
ε
porosity of shavings, [1]
pump overall efficiency, [1]
η
τ
time, [s]
u
actuating signal
z
complex variable Z-transformation
GS(s) transfer function of continuous system
GR(s) transfer function of continuous action controller

P
r
S
SAB
T
V
V1
V0
X

VIII. CONCLUSION
Described mathematical model for the recycling technology
is based on the chemical - physical engineering description of
a heterogeneous kinetics. Described method of the computer
automatic control in the leather industry realizing by
laboratory apparatus is workable and allows on the one hand
testing new technological techniques and approach for
transform of the natural hide, on the other hand testing control
discreet algorithms for controlling analogue quantities. By the
present experiences it can be told that the important factor
affecting a lot of working results is right choice of a value of
temperature to ensuring optimal reaction speed constant.

IX. LIST OF SYMBOLS
weight ratio of dry matter in product, [1]
weight ratio of dry matter in diluted filtrate, [1]
equilibrium concentration, [1]
weight ratio of dry matter in filter cake, [1]
weight ratio of dry matter in hydr. chromic waste, [1]
weight ratio of Mg to C, [1]
weight ratio of alkali to C, [1]
weight ratio of water to C, [1]
sorption coefficient, [1]
weight of alkaline mixture, [kg]
half thickness of shavings, [m]
initial chromium ions concentration in the liquid
reactive mixture, [kg/m3]
co
chromium ions concentration in the liquid reactive
mixture, [kg/m3]
c
chromium ions concentration in the swill, [kg m-3]
cp
initial chromium ions concentration in the swill, [kg m-3]
C0 dimensionless concentration of chromium ions in the ¨
liquid reactive mixture, [1]
C
dimensionless chromium ions concentration in the solid
phase, [1]
C
weight of hydrolysed chromic waste, [kg]
D
effective diffusion coefficient , [m2/s]
F0
dimensionless time, [1]
g
stoichiometric coefficient, [1]
k
velocity coefficient, [h-1]
KA alkali price, [Euro. kg-1]
KE unit price of the absorbed electrical power, [Euro. kg-1]
KMgO price of Mg, [Euro /kg]
kp
heat passage coefficient, [W.m-2.K-1]
KV price of water, [Euro /kg]
KL
time rate, [Euro /kg]
KS
heat energy price, [Euro /J]
m
chromium trivalent ions solidity in solution, [kg]
mp
weight of product, [kg]
M
weight of Mg, [kg]
NT
total processing costs, [Euro /kg]
NR costs of hydrolysis, [Euro /kg]
NEV costs of the protein solution concentrate, [Euro /kg]
N0
other costs, [Euro /kg]
asp
sad
as,0
ask
sac
act
asB
aV
A
AB
b
cop
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